
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Saturday 6th February 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  7% 

 
 
Stewards: Byung-sun Kim (Chairman), Kwang Ho Lee, James Perry, T B Oh, 

Bae Young-phil, Shin Yong Sang 
 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
PIPS PLUS missed the start badly (6L) and will be required to undergo a stall test prior 
to its next start. Choi Bum Hyun (DRAGON HOLLS) was warned for carelessly 
allowing his mount to shift in resulting in BULKKON NARA being eased and carried in. 
When questioned Han Sung Youl (GEUMJARU) explained that at the 1200m his saddle 
shifted forward slightly and then at the 800m it shifted forward badly placing him at a 
severe disadvantage for the rest of the race. Trainer Woo Chang Ku stated that the filly 
had a very low wither and bearing this in mind he endeavored to saddle the runner to the 
best of his ability.  Trainer Woo Chang Ku was fined W100,000. A post race veterinary 
examination of PIPS PLUS and GEUMJARU did not reveal any abnormality. A swab 
sample was taken from PIPS PLUS.  
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
Yoon Young Min (MUHANDEUNGGEUK) was warned for weighing in 500grams 
lighter than his declared weight. Near the 800m SEOURUIKEUNBYEOL was steadied 
away from the heels of GAYABOBAE. DORYONGDO which was following was 
checked away from its heels and shifted out carrying EUNBITNARA out across the 
heels of MEOTJYEOBUREO striking the heels of that colt which was giving ground 
quickly. In the circumstances Stewards did not attribute blame to any rider and no further 
action was taken. Yang Hee Jin (GAYABOBAE) was reprimanded for carelessly for 
allowing his mount to shift in close to the finish hampering THE ALMIGHTY.  
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 4 – FOREIGN BRED – 1200 METRES 
JAGIYA was fractious in the barrier prior to the start and will be required to undergo a 
stall test prior to its next start. Kim Hae Sun (GANJI CHARISMA) was fined W30,000 
for accidentally dropping her whip near the 200m. Shin Dae Jun (JAGIYA) was fined 
W100,000 for careless riding in that near the 1000m he permitted his mount to shift in 
when not clear of HWANGSAEK DOLPUNG which was checked. A post race 
veterinary examination of YAMANG and CHEONNYEONDOLPUNG did not reveal 
any abnormality and a swab sample was taken from each runner.  
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 



DULBINMAEUL and DON DIABRO were difficult to load in the barrier and will 
undergo a stall test prior to their next start. There was a delay when the rein on DON 
DIABRO required replacing prior to the start. D. DAY PLUS was a late scratching when 
it was unable to be loaded into the barrier. D. DAY PLUS will be required to undergo a 
stall test prior its next start and a swab sample was taken. Near the 900m WILD 
CATCHER refused to race any further and was retired from the race. A post race 
veterinary examination of WILD CATCHER revealed that it had inflammation in both 
forelegs. Acting on veterinary advice WILD CATCHER will be ineligible to race for 
four months. In addition WILD CATCHER will be required to perform satisfactorily in 
an official barrier trial prior to its next start. A post race veterinary examination of 
GOLDEN IMPACT, TAEGEUKSARANG and CHEONDOMALLI did not reveal 
any abnormality. Swab sample were taken from CHEONDOMALLI and GOLDEN 
IMPACT.  
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of GWACHEON MARIRO and ROSE LINE did 
not reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was taken from GWACHEON MARIRO.  
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
HUIMANG PARTY was difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test 
prior to its next start. A post race veterinary examination of GEUMBIT TEUKGEUP 
and GOOD MESSAGE did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken 
from both runners. Park Byeong Yun (ISANG) was fined for careless riding in that 
approaching the finishing line he failed to make a sufficient effort to prevent his mount 
from shifting in, whilst hanging in, when not clear of HUIMANG PARTY which was 
checked and crowded in onto JUMURANGMA (Yoo Sang Wan) which also shifted out 
slightly. Park Byeong Yun has incurred two recent fines for this offence so, in accordance 
with the KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and his license to ride in 
races was suspended for two race days. Yoo Sang Wan (JUMURANGMA) was warned 
and advised that in similar circumstances he was to stop riding and straighten his mounts. 
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1700 METRES 
MIPUNG was slowly into stride. A post race veterinary examination of BEST SWING 
did not reveal any abnormality.  
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 3 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1700 METRES 
Park Byeong Yun replaced Choi Bum Hyun (miscommunication at declaration time) as 
the rider of PHOTO STONE.  PRINCESS RUBY was fractious in the barrier and must 
now undergo a stall test prior to its next start. D DAY was difficult to load in the barrier 
and must now undergo a stall test prior to its next start. Yoon Tae Hyoug (QUEEN 
FIGHTER) was warned against asserting too much pressure to his mounts in the early 
stages which could result in them tiring over the concluding stages of future races. A post 
race veterinary examination of QUEEN FIGHTER revealed the mare to have sustained 
a fracture in the off fore leg. Acting on veterinary advice QUEEN FIGHTER will be 
retired immediately. A post race veterinary examination of D DAY did not reveal any 
abnormality and a swab sample was taken.  



 
RACE NINE: CLASS 2 – FOREIGN BRED - 1900 METRES 
TOP PLUS bled during the race and will be ineligible to compete in a race for 30 days. 
A post race veterinary examination of PHOTO MAP did not reveal any abnormality. 
PHOTO MAP was beaten in excess of 42 lengths so, in accordance with the KRA rules, 
the horse was disqualified from the race and will be ineligible to start in a race for 2 
months. Rounding the final turn JUMONG was unable to improve when held up behind 
PHOTO MAP which was giving ground quickly. 
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1900 METRES 
THESEUS was difficult to load in the barrier and must now undergo a stall test prior to 
its next. A post race veterinary examination of KKUM GEURIN did not reveal any 
abnormality and a swab sample was taken. When questioned Yoon Young Min 
(CHOWNUI CHUEOK) explained that he was instructed to race in a rearward position, 
its established racing pattern, as the colt had a tendency to race fiercely if it is pushed 
along too hard in the early stages. Stewards expressed concern that Yoon Young Min had 
got too far back in the run and that he may have given the rest of the field too much of a 
start. Further, they expressed concern with his riding between the 300m and the 200m. 
After reviewing the race videos of CHOWNUI CHUSOEK’s recent starts the Stewards 
determined to take no action other than to remind Yoon Young Min to ensure that he 
places his mounts under pressure at vital times in future races.  
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 1 – DOMESTIC BRED – 2000 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of SECRET WEAPON and NAMCHONUIJIJON 
did not reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was taken from SECRET WEAPON. 
 
RACE TWELVE: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
DOUBLE CLASSIC and URIM were difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a 
stall test prior to their next start. HANHYEOLGEUMGU stood awkwardly in the 
barriers and was subsequently slowly away (3L). URIM was slowly away (3L). OKTO 
missed the start slightly. 
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Lee Sung Hwan was indisposed due to illness and the following replacements were 
allowed.  
Race 1   JEMA      Lee Jun Dong 
Race 3   HWANGSAEK DOLPUNG   Jo In Kwen 
Race 4   TRUE COLOR    Jo In Kwen 
Race 7   HAPPY RIDER    Jo In Kwen 
 
 
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


